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Atemporary reduction in sensations,

notably nociception (pain), during dental

procedures can drastically reduce anxiety

in the dental workplace and decrease patients’

negative experiences.1 Yet regardless of how

beneficial a health care procedure may be, there

are always associated disadvantages and risks.2

Incomplete anesthesia, hematoma formation,

broken needles, trismus, infection, toxic reactions

and allergic responses, including anaphylaxis, are

all potential problems with dental injections.3,4

Another documented complication after injec-

tion of local anesthetic in the dental setting is

prolonged and possibly permanent alteration of

sensation over the areas supplied by the involved

nerve(s).3–11

Neural Anatomy
Each peripheral nerve fibre is surrounded by

a basal lamina, collagen fibres and endoneurial
capillaries, which together form the endoneurial
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Pratique
CLINIQUE

connective tissue layer12–15 (Fig. 1). The nerve
fibres are grouped into fascicles surrounded by a
connective tissue layer called the perineurium.
This perineurial layer helps to support, protect
and sustain the individual nerve fibres.12–15 The
outer layer, the epineurium, protects the under-
lying fascicles by resisting tensile and compres-
sive forces. This layer is composed of connective
tissue, lymphatic vessels and nutrient vessels (the
vasa nervorum).16 A loose areolar connective
tissue layer, the mesoneurium, surrounds the
epineurium and provides the nerve with a
segmental blood supply.12–15 If any of these
extraneural tissues are disrupted, a sensory
disturbance may result because of interrupted
neural transmission.15

Local anesthetics for use in dentistry are
designed to prevent sensory impulses from being
transmitted from specific intraoral and extraoral
areas to the central nervous system, with
minimal effect on muscular tone.1 Nerve injuries
after either supraperiosteal or proximal block
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injections can affect mechanoreception (touch, pressure and
position), thermoreception (hot and cold) and nociception
(pain).8,15,17 In some instances taste sensation may be altered
as well.8

Mechanisms
The exact mechanism of injury is still a subject of debate

but a number of theories have been proposed.5

Direct Trauma from the Injection Needle
One of the oldest theories is that the needle contacts the

nerve directly, thereby traumatizing the nerve and producing
a prolonged change in sensation. This could explain why the
lingual nerve, which is only 3 to 5 mm from the mucosa and
the intraoral landmark for mandibular nerve block, the
pterygomandibular raphe, is most commonly involved (more
than 70% of cases).1–3,5 When the mouth is open, the lingual
nerve is held taut within the interpterygoid fascia, and
because of its fixation, it cannot be deflected away by the
needle.3,5,10,11 However, this nerve may be penetrated initially
and further damaged upon localization of the lingula by
needle orientation.18

In correct execution of the mandibular block technique,
the practitioner contacts bone to ensure proper deposition of
the local anesthetic.1 A long bevelled needle is often used to
create less severe tissue and nerve damage on insertion, but
the tip of these needles is much more prone to becoming
barbed when contacting the bone or when used for multiple
injections.5 In one study, 78% of the long bevelled needles
used for conventional mandibular block appeared to be
barbed at their tips after the procedure, regardless of bevel
placement.19 More than two-thirds of these needles displayed
the more dangerous outward facing barb.19 These barbs can
rupture the perineurium, herniate the endoneurium and
cause transection of multiple nerve fibres and even entire
fascicles, especially on withdrawal.8,19,20 The Seddon13 and
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Figure 1: Diagram of peripheral nerve anatomy and individual 
connective tissue components.

Sunderland12 classification systems categorize this type of
injury as axonotmesis or second- or third-degree nerve
injury, respectively.

Given the number of neurons and the thickness of
the connective tissue layers, the lingual nerve averages 
1.86 mm in diameter and the inferior alveolar nerve between
2 and 3 mm in diameter,8,11 but the diameter of the largest
needle (25-gauge) used in dentistry is a mere 0.45 mm.
Although any number of fascicles may be injured by direct
needle trauma, causing transient paresis, it is believed to be
impossible for the needle to shear all nerve fibres and
connective tissue layers as in neurotmesis (Seddon classifica-
tion) or fifth-degree injury (Sunderland classification).8,10,11

Hematoma Formation
Several researchers have hypothesized that the needle

may traumatize the intraneural blood vessels, creating an
intraneural hematoma.5,8,11,19,20 Hemorrhage from the
epineurial blood vessels would give rise to constrictive
epineuritis, compressing the nerve fibres within the rigid
tissue confines and causing localized neurotoxicity.5,19 The
damage could be extensive a mere 30 minutes after the injec-
tion.11 The release of blood and blood products from the
epineurial blood vessels into the epineurium during
hematoma formation would lead to reactive fibrosis and scar
formation, applying pressure to and inhibiting the natural
healing of the nerve.5,8–10

Depending on the amount of pressure elicited by the
hematoma, the injury could be classified as neurapraxia
(Seddon classification) or first-degree injury (Sunderland)
or as axonotmesis (Seddon) or second-degree injury
(Sunderland). The former is characterized by focal block of
neural impulses with maintenance of axonal and connective
tissue continuity.10,12–14,19 Recovery occurs over several weeks
with the release of pressure and subsequent remyeliniza-
tion.14 The latter is more severe, with variable amounts of
axonal and endoneurial discontinuity and ensuing wallerian
degeneration.10,12,14,15 The proximal segment attempts
neurotization, and nerve sprouts can grow as much as 1 to 2
mm per day to span the gap created by the injury.12,14,15 The
surviving Schwann cells and the empty endoneurial tubes
attempt to guide the nerve regeneration and to provide the
axon with metabolites for growth.15

Neurotoxicity of Local Anesthetic
More recent speculation suggests that the anesthetic

itself causes localized chemical damage to the nerve, if it is
injected intrafascicularly or becomes deposited within the
nerve as the needle is withdrawn.5,21,22 It has been hypothe-
sized that aromatic alcohols are produced in the area
surrounding the nerves as a result of altered local metabo-
lism of the anesthetic.8,11 The presence in the anesthetic or
on the needle of alcohols and sterilizing solutions, which
were used in the past, has previously been blamed for nerve
injuries.3,8,20,22 Chemical trauma has been shown to cause
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demyelination, axonal degeneration and inflammation of the

surrounding nerve fibres within the fascicles.23 As a result, the

nerve–blood barrier breaks down, and endoneurial edema

follows. One group of authors hypothesized that this edema

causes ischemia, which is followed by an attempt by the nerve

to heal. During this period of reperfusion, reactive free

radicals can cause cytotoxic injury to the nerve.23

In some studies, the anesthetics prilocaine and 

articaine have caused more injuries per use than 

lidocaine.5,7,8 Both of these anesthetics are supplied at higher

concentrations,8 which will (after metabolism) 

produce greater levels of toxic metabolites.23,24 At higher

concentrations, lidocaine has also been shown to cause

neurotoxic damage following both perineural and intrafasci-

cular injection.11,24

Incidence of Injury
It has become apparent that the injection of local

anesthetic can produce prolonged or permanent alteration of

sensation along part or all of the distribution of either the

maxillary (V2) or mandibular (V3) branches of the trigeminal

nerve.5,11 These altered sensations can be categorized as

anesthesias, paresthesias or dysesthesias.14,21 Anesthesias

represent the total absence of sensation, including pain.

Paresthesias encompass a broader category of abnormal

sensations, such as “pins and needles,” which may not be

unpleasant. Dysesthesias represent a form of spontaneous or

mechanically evoked painful neuropathy. This category can

encompass hyperalgesia (a rapid and exaggerated painful

response to nonpainful stimuli), hyperpathia (a delayed and

prolonged pain response), sympathetic mediated pain (pain

that is worsened by increasing sympathetic tone) and

anesthesia dolorosa (pain in an area of anesthesia).14,21

It is well known that an electric shock sensation, with

subsequent immediate anesthesia, can occur when a patient

undergoes inferior alveolar, lingual or mental nerve block.

This unwelcome shock sensation is believed to occur when

the needle contacts part of the nerve trunk.21 The incidence of

this sensation has been estimated at between 1.3% to 8% of

all mandibular block injections, depending on the sample

size.4–6,10,11,25 Numerous studies have demonstrated that an

electric shock sensation is not indicative of permanent nerve

injury, even though damage to the nerve may occur because

of needle contact.11 This form of direct trauma heals within

2 weeks in 81% of patients, with no residual damage to the

nerve.11 Upward of 15% of the patients who experience

electric shock sensations may go on to experience further

prolonged or even permanent altered sensation,10,11 though

this estimate may be high. Only 57% of the patients who

experience prolonged altered sensation also experienced an

electric shock sensation or painful injection at the time of

anesthetic delivery.5

When estimating the incidence of nerve injury after
dental injection, only noninvasive dental procedures should
be included; in the case of a surgical procedure, it must be
assumed that the surgery is the cause of any nerve injury.5

The most commonly involved nerve is the lingual nerve
(tongue) and it accounts for more than two-thirds of the
cases in the literature; the inferior alveolar nerve 
(lip and chin), including the mental nerve, accounts 
for less then one-third of the injuries, with the chorda
tympani (taste) being involved minimally.5,8 Although
extremely rare, altered sensation in the maxilla can also result
from anesthetic injections.8 Early estimates predicted the
likelihood of such a complication as 1 in 785,000 injections.8

More recently, another author approximated this number at
between 1 in 160,571 and 1 in 26,762 mandibular blocks;5 this
increase in incidence was attributed to increased awareness
through recent publications and greater use of potentially
neurotoxic anesthetics.5,26 Using this most recent estimate, we
can extrapolate that the average full-time dentist should
expect to have 1 or 2 nonsurgical patients affected by this
postinjection complication.5

Two-thirds of patients with permanent nerve involvement
experience anesthesia or paresthesia, whereas one-third
experience dysesthesias, which have much greater social and
psychological impacts.5,8,27 For reasons unknown, dysesthe-
sias occur at higher frequency after dental injections (34%)
than after surgery (8%).5,7 In comparison to those who
underwent surgical procedures, patients who experienced
nerve damage after minor dental procedures felt more
disabled.7 Perhaps patients undergoing surgical treatment are
better informed of the risks beforehand.

Sensory Testing
In most sensory testing, the entire distribution of the

affected nerve seems to be involved, rather than a small
number of fascicles.5,11 It has been estimated that the inferior
alveolar and lingual nerves contain between 7,000 and 12,000
axons in various fascicular arrangements.15 In one recent
study, the lingual nerve of 33% of patients contained a single
fascicle at the level of the lingula.28 More distally, in the third
molar region, the lingual nerve may contain between 7 and 39
fascicles. The lower number of proximal fascicles may be the
reason for permanent sensory disturbances along the entire
distribution of the lingual nerve. The inferior alveolar nerve,
however, has a minimum of 3 fascicles, which could account
for the ability to regain sensation (through compensatory
innervation from the uninjured fascicles).28

Following diagnosis of prolonged altered sensation 
caused by dental injection, continued follow-up is 
necessary.9,29 If there is no improvement within 2 weeks, then
referral to an oral surgeon or an oral pain specialist is advised
for a baseline sensory exam.9 It is essential to document the
mechanism and the date of the initial injury, the symptom

––– Nerve Injuries–––
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history, prior treatment and its effect, functional deficits
(speech and mastication difficulties, tongue and cheek biting,
taste dysfunction8,27,29) and the presence of any underlying
medical disorder (e.g., psychological problems).9 Altered
sensations of either the tongue or the mental area can be
documented using the diagram shown in Fig. 2.

Numerous tests are used to define the extent of the injury;
however, these tests are qualitative and highly dependent on
both the patient’s subjective assessment and the practitioner’s
expertise.30 Pinprick testing, which represents pain, is used to
map out the area of altered sensation. Von Frey’s hairs are
then used to evaluate touch and pressure sensation.
Directional sense is determined using a fine paintbrush, and
positional sense using a blunt point. Static and moving 
2-point discrimination can be useful, as can testing of
temperature sensation using Minnesota thermal disks. The
taste sensations of sweet, salt, sour and bitter can also be
subjectively analyzed.5,9,14,21,30,31 If dysesthetic pain is present,
then a diagnostic nerve block can be used to determine if the
neuropathy is of peripheral origin.9,14 Central problems such
as anesthesia dolorosa and sympathetic mediated pain will
not resolve with local anesthetic.9,21 Some people even
advocate electroencephalography, although its usefulness has
yet to be determined.21 It has been proposed that evaluations
should continue every 2 weeks for 2 months, then every 6
weeks for 6 months, every 6 months for 2 years and yearly
indefinitely if a full recovery has not occurred.21

Prognosis
Patients with nerve injury after dental injection, regard-

less of the presence or absence of electric shock sensation,
have a good prognosis. Spontaneous complete recovery from
the altered sensation occurs within 8 weeks in 85% to 94% of
cases.4,5,7,14 The inferior alveolar nerve often carries a more
favourable prospect of recovery because of the confines of the

bony canal and the lack of mobility relative to the lingual
nerve.7 Patients with paresthesia lasting beyond 8 weeks after
the initial injury have less chance of full recovery.11,21,29

Treatment
Few studies have specifically addressed treatment for 

this type of nerve injury. Both surgical and pharmaceutical
management have been used, with varying
success.11,14–16,29,32–39 Patients who experience troublesome
prolonged alteration in sensation may be candidates for treat-
ment based loosely on the inclusion criteria for nerve injuries
sustained by surgical procedures. The selection criteria of
some authors include anesthesia for 2 to 3 months with no
improvement, paresthesia for 4 to 6 months with no improve-
ment for 2 months or dysesthesias of minimum duration 2 to
3 months.7 Dysesthesias relieved by diagnostic injections of
local anesthetic show the most potential to benefit from
surgical treatment; however, symptoms may not completely
resolve and in some cases may worsen with invasive surgical
investigation or treatment.5,9,14

In the rare instance when the microneurosurgeon and the

patient agree on exploratory surgery, variable results can be

achieved with decompression involving external and internal

neurolysis, excision with direct anastomosis or excision with

placement of a nerve graft (including autogenous sural,

greater auricular and medial antebrachial nerve grafts,9,14

saphenous vein grafts,35 and alloplastic Gore-Tex, collagen

and polyglycolic acid tubes9,32). However, most results in the

literature reflect treatment for nerve injuries related to surgi-

cal trauma.11,14–16,29,32–39 Only one study has published results

directly related to a microneurosurgical approach to nerve

injuries caused by dental injection; in that study, the overall

treatment outcome with exploration and neurolysis was

poor.5
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Figure 2: Diagrams for neurosensory assessment. (a) The mental region of V3 can be tested for inferior alveolar and mental nerve injuries.
Note its division into 4 quadrants of approximately equal size. The premaxillary region of V2 can be tested for superior alveolar nerve
injuries. (b) The tongue is divided into sextants on either side of the midline to represent the anterior, middle and posterior thirds of both the
medial and lateral halves. (c) The ventral surface of the tongue and floor of the mouth can be documented in a similar fashion.

a b c
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Long-term nonsurgical pharmacologic therapy has also
been used for some patients. Medications such as anticonvul-
sants (carbamazepine, phenytoin, gabapentin, topiramate),
benzodiazepines, tricyclic antidepressants, antispasmodics
(e.g., baclofen) and anesthetics (e.g., lidocaine)9,11,40 have
been shown to benefit patients suffering from dysesthesias,
especially those that are sympathetically mediated.9

Conclusions
Nerve injuries after dental injection are of concern 

to dentists, as injection of local anesthetic is one of the proce-
dures that dentists perform most frequently. Although this
form of injury is rare, more patients are being referred to
dental or medical specialists, who have experience in nerve
assessment and repair, for follow-up and possible treatment.
Overall, the prognosis is excellent, and the vast majority of
patients recover during the first few weeks. However, the
longer the symptoms persist, the less promising the outcome.
Increased awareness of this form of complication will allow
the general practitioner to effectively communicate the impli-
cations and prognosis of the altered sensation to affected
patients. Because anesthetic solutions with elevated concen-
trations are implicated in many such injuries, their
widespread use may need to be reconsidered by dentists and
dental specialists alike. C
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